
Greetings from the Central Washington University Department of Physics, 
 

Welcome to this year’s edition of the CWU Department of Physics’ news-

letter, the Tachyon Tribune. Inside you will find a wealth of information 

and highlights about the department, including accomplishments by   

students, faculty, and alumni.   
 

This past year was difficult from an economic perspective nationwide and 

it was no different for the CWU Department of Physics, having received a 

8 percent budget cut for the 2009-2010 academic year. Despite this   

setback, the department is moving forward by offering courses for our 

majors and promoting its scholarly and outreach activities. Along with 

numerous student and faculty publications and presentations, the        

Department of Physics received over $200,000 in externally and          

internally funded grants this past year, including a three-year grant from 

the National Science Foundation. The department also received news of 

state funding for the planning and pre-design of Science Phase II; a new 

building that will house both the physics and geology departments. We 

will be sure to keep you updated on this as planning progresses. 
 

This past June we welcomed back Dr. Willard (Bill) Sperry. Dr. Sperry is 

currently working on his book, The Structure of Musical Sound, which is 

scheduled to be published through iUniverse next year. We also want to 

thank Dr. Ed Lulofs for teaching       

several courses for the department 

this past year.   
 

I hope you enjoy reading this edition of 

Tachyon Tribune. Please give us your 

feedback and suggestions for next 

year’s edition. If you are planning to be 

in the Ellensburg area, please visit 

CWU and the Department of Physics. 
 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Michael Jackson 

Professor and Chair 

Department of Physics 

Dr. Sperry taking a break from 

recording audio clips for his    

textbook while visiting CWU. 

From the Chair…. 
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Professor Rosell Celebrates 20 Years of Service at CWU 
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Professor Sharon Rosell was recruited by the CWU 

physics department by Dr. Robert Mitchell in the fall 

quarter of 1989. She received her BA in chemistry 

from Loretto Heights College, her MS in education 

from Indiana University, and her MS in physics from 

the University of Washington. Professor Rosell has, 

and continues, to teach a wealth of physics courses, 

from introductory physics to astrophysics. As a CWU 

faculty member, she has given over 20 presentations 

and has served as an elected officer for numerous 

professional societies. Some of these positions      

include president of the Washington Section of the 

American Association of Physics Teachers (from 

1989-1990 and 1995-1996), Zone 17 Councilor 

(covering Washington, Oregon, northern Idaho, and 

Alaska) for the Society of Physics Students (from 

1998-2004), and president of the Pacific Northwest 

Association for College Physics (2009-2010).        

Professor Rosell has also advised the CWU’s Society 

of Physics Students Chapter for 14 years. During this 

time, the student chapter was recognized as an     

Outstanding SPS Chapter 10 times by the National 

Office! She can often be found in the Sperry           

Resource Room advising and cajoling students on a 

variety of issues.   

Professor Sharon Rosell speaks at the John 

Collins Memorial Prize Ceremony in June 

2009. 

John Collins Memorial Prize 

The John Collins Memorial was established 

by Dr. W. Vance Johnson in 1990 in      

memory of John Collins, alumnus (class of 

1987) and former technician of the CWU 

Department of Physics. This award is given 

to a physics student whose service         

contributions have impacted the              

department and the lives of community 

members. This year, Travis Petersen was 

selected to receive this award. Past         

recipients have been: 

Raymond Harris (1995) 

Christopher Wren Carr (1997) 

Greg Engleman (1998) 

Matthew Powers (2003) 

Erin Sheppard (2005) 

Eric Kangas (2008) John Collins circa 1985 
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In Memory of Dr. Wilbur Vance Johnson 
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WE WANT TO HEAR 
FROM YOU! 

Do you like reading   
updates from alumni?  
You could be featured 
in the next edition! 

There are a couple of 
ways to submit updates 
for the newsletter: You 
can complete the back 
page on this newsletter 
and mail it to the CWU 
Department of Physics 
or you can e-mail the 
department at  

jacksonm@cwu.edu  

any time during the 
year. 

This past July 4, Dr. Wilbur (Wil) Vance 

Johnson died at the age of 78. Johnson 

was a member of the CWU faculty for 

over 25 years. In 1965 he was the 

founding chair of the CWU Department 

of Physics, having taught in the Science 

Division prior to the department’s      

formation. He continued at CWU in the 

physics department until his retirement 

in 1990, serving as department chair 

for physics on numerous occasions.  

Professionally, Professor Johnson 

served as executive officer of the       

Pacific Northwest Association for      

College Physics (PNACP) from 1967 to 

1970 and the American Association of 

Physics Teachers (AAPT) from 1970 to 

1972 (when we were Central         

Washington State College). In            

retirement, he joined the Peace Corps 

and enjoyed a variety of pursuits. A 

Web site has been established in his 

honor displaying memoirs of these               

experiences which can be found at  

www.mastdog.com/WVJ. 

Vance Johnson, circa 2003. 

Alumni Visits and News: “We hear that … ” 

This past year we were fortunate to have two alumni give seminars 

to students enrolled in PHYS 499:  Dr. Bryan Minor (class of 1986), 

president and CEO of ScienceOps here in Washington and Takato 

Handa (class of 1998), staff engineer at Panasonic in Japan.      

Minor was also recently named to the CWU Foundation Board of 

Directors. 

Raymond Harris (class of 1995) gave his family a tour of Lind Hall 

during a recent visit and Eric Kangas (class of 2007) stopped in to 

say hello. Both alumni were recipients of the John Collins Memorial 

Prize. 

Kathy Hadley (class of 2003) is currently pursuing her PhD in the 

physics program at the University of Oregon. She is working with 

Jim Imamura in theoretical astrophysics, having tackled quite a 

few computer modeling projects of systems like accretion disks 

(found in star formation and black holes), magnetic neutron stars, 

and strange quark stars. She is presently working on the stability of 

magnetohydrodynamic shocks found (for example) in white dwarf 

binary systems.  



 

Jonah Nelson (pictured above with Professor 

Rosell) and Mark Wirth were inducted into Sigma 

Pi Sigma ( ,) the national Physics Honor        

Society. 

 

This past year, Travis Petersen received a            

Departmental Scholarship offered through the 

Alumni Association at the CWU Foundation.  He 

was also selected by the College of the Sciences as 

the recipient of the “Dean’s Award” from the     

Center for Excellence in Leadership.   
 

Annette Hinthorne and Jonah Nelson were          

recipients of scholarships provided by NASA 

through the Washington Space Grant Consortium. 

 

For more department highlights, please visit   

 
www.cwu.edu/~physics/Newsletter/index.html. 

 

Here you can also view past editions of the 

Tachyon Tribune. 

Congratulations to the 2008-2009 CWU     

Department of Physics graduates: 

Kevin Ewell (BS) 

Annette Hinthorne (minor) 

Adam Houk (BS) 

Jeff Leiseth (BS) 

Evan Masters (BS) 

Chris Parker (BA) 

Travis Petersen (BS) 

Peter Wojcik (BS) 

 

Adam Houk will be pursuing his PhD in   

physics at Texas Tech; Travis Petersen will be 

pursuing his PhD in optics at the Institute of 

Optics, University of Rochester; and Peter 

Wojick will be pursuing his PhD in applied 

physics at Oregon State University. All       

students have received tuition waivers and 

research fellowships/teaching                    

assistantships.   

 

Under the leadership of Professor Sharon 

Rosell, the CWU Society of Physics Students 

(SPS) was recognized by the national society 

as an Outstanding SPS Chapter. The CWU 

SPS chapter has received this award 12 

times in the past 15 years!  
 

Along with several 

outreach events            

performed by 

physics faculty, 

the CWU SPS club 

(Advisor:           

Professor Sharon 

Rosell) and       

Astronomy Club 

(Advisor:           

Professor Bruce 

Palmquist) held 

numerous         

programs to over 

1,000 participants 

from area schools 

and members of 

the general public. 
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Department Highlights from 2008-2009 
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Undergraduate Research Highlights from 2008-2009 

This year, several physics students presented their research at a variety of regional and local         

conferences, including SOURCE 2009. SOURCE is a CWU symposium showcasing the scholarly work 

of students and faculty. Alumnus Bryan Minor served as judge for the Computer Science session.   

 

Kevin Ewell (Advisor: Dr. Andy Piacsek) applied a 

computational model of tsunami propagation      

onshore to determine a relationship between    

coastline morphology and maximum tsunami run-

up. The results showed that, for smooth coastlines 

with linear bathymetry, tsunami run-up increases 

by a predictable amount with coastline curvature. 

 

Adam Houk (Advisor: Dr. Michael Braunstein)       

developed a theoretical model to investigate the 

scattering of plane waves of light as they interact 

with slits and obstacles. 

 

Marilyn Magenis (Advisor: Dr. Michael Braunstein) investigated the light curves of eclipsing binary 

stars. This research was undertaken because its result can provide insight into the physical            

characteristics of the two stars, such as their mass ratio, temperature, and radius. 

 

Travis Petersen (Advisor: Dr. Michael Jackson) discovered eight far-infrared laser emissions from the 
13CHD2OH isotopic form of methanol. This work served as the thesis topic for the Science Honors    

program and resulted in the manuscript entitled “Frequencies and Wavelengths From a New Far-

Infrared Lasing Gas: 13CHD2OH,” published in the July issue of the IEEE Journal of Quantum            

Electronics. Petersen also won an Outstanding Undergraduate Oral Presentation award at SOURCE 

2009. 

 

Peter Wojcik (Advisor: Dr. Tim Melbourne,        

Geology) performed research in the field of     

seismology, locating very low frequency seismic 

events that were associated with slow slip events 

along the Cascadian plate boundary. His work 

was presented in PHYS 499.  

 

William Sizemore (Advisors: Drs. Bruce Palmquist 

and Michael Jackson) investigated the use of the 

force concept inventory to improve student under-

standing of frictional forces. He also won an    

Outstanding Undergraduate Poster Presentation 

award at SOURCE 2009. 

 

Jeff Leiseth (Advisor: Dr. Michael Jackson)        

investigated the operating characteristics of a 

carbon dioxide laser, incorporating its output into 

a longitudinally pumped far-infrared laser cavity. 
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Jeff Leiseth discusses his research with Tracy   

Pellet, associate vice president for Undergraduate 

Studies at SOURCE 2009. 



 

Generous support from CWU physics alumni and friends provides support for scholarships and other 

programs that enrich the educational experiences provided by the Department of Physics. The      

department has two foundation accounts to address immediate funding needs: 

 

The Department of Physics general fund: This fund is designed to enhance physics students’          

experiences at CWU, including but not limited to, student research and travel, a student awards  

ceremony, and other such efforts. 

 

Physics scholarships: This fund is specifically for physics student scholarships, freshmen through 

senior year.   

 

Additional projects that need major funding support include undergraduate summer research       

fellowships in physics, a planetarium and observatory in Science Phase II (funding is not currently 

available for these two features), and a distinguished lecture series in physics. 

 

All contributions to CWU are tax deductible. Checks 

should be written to Central Washington University 

Foundation–Physics (either General Fund or        

Scholarships).  

 

If there are other programs or activities you are      

interested in supporting, please contact the             

Department of Physics or the CWU Foundation. 

 

The CWU Foundation is currently registered with the 

state of Washington Secretary of State under the 

charitable solicitation act, registration number CEW-

A88-085. For information, call the Secretary of State 

at 1-800-322-4483. 
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Giving 
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400 East University Way 

Ellensburg, WA  98926-7422 

CENTR AL WASHINGTO N U NIVER SITY 

DEPAR TMENT O F PHYSICS  

We’re on the Web! 

www.cwu.edu/~physics 

Central Washington University is an  

AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. 

TDD: 509-963-2143 

 

Foundation Phone (toll-free) 

 800-752-4378 

We appreciate all the ways you continue to  

support us and want to keep in touch with you! 

Photo of the M13 Globular Cluster 

taken at the CWU Observatory. 



We want to hear from and about you! Along with receiving news and comments, we are interested in 

any pictures you would like to contribute for future issues or for placement on the Department of  

Physics Web page. Please fill out this form and mail it to Central Washington University, Department of 

Physics, 400 East University Way, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7422. Alternatively, you can e-mail            

jacksonm@cwu.edu. 

Name:           Maiden/Former Name:      

Mailing Address:               

City:            State:      Zip:      

Home Phone:           E-mail:        

Current Employer:          Job Title:        

Year Graduated:      

News and Comments:             

              

              

              

               

Stay involved with the CWU Physics Department! I’m interested in visiting CWU to (check all that apply): 

 

 

 

 

 
To help with the recruitment of new students, we are interested in receiving “testimonials” from alumni. In  

particular, we are looking for one or two paragraph statements highlighting how the CWU physics department 

prepared you for graduate school and/or your professional career.   

              

              

              

               

What about you? 

Present a seminar 

Give career advice to students 

Other suggestions:             
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